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PORTFOLIO HIGHLIGHTS

Loan Portfolio:
Rs.23.55billion

Total Clients:
763,000

Rural:
66%

Women Client
81%

Youth Clients:
38%
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PMIC NEWS BITES
Field Visits during February 2021
PMIC
organized
a
meeting
with
Microfinance Providers in Lahore on
February 2nd, 2021. The meeting focused
on the performance of the microfinance
sector during the pandemic, treatment of
loan deferments, PAR, and steps taken by
the MFPs to maintain portfolio quality.
PMIC also shared the new products and
initiatives MIC faced during the pandemic
and highlighted the role it played in
collaboration with regulators and other
stakeholders in providing unwavering
support to the microfinance sector at large.
Yasir Ashfaq, CEO PMIC concluded the
meeting by appreciating the role PMIC borrowers played in supporting their
clients during the pandemic and assured them PMICʼs continued support.
PMD team recently visited borrowers in
Sheikhpura and Lahore to assess the post
COVID situation in the field and client
responsiveness
and
attitude
towards
repayments and new loans. The team
observed that the microfinance clients are
showing both willingness and ability to repay
as their businesses begin to revive. In the wake of economic resurgence, PMIC is
continuing to evaluate borrowers in an attempt to offer additional credit lines
for microfinance lending. The borrowing partners have increased their
disbursements in the field and are witnessing recovery rates of over 90%.
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In the turn of the new calendar year, most of the
borrowers in the Punjab province have shown
confidence in the field recoveries and growth in
the microfinance sector. Mr. Asghar Memon
(Head of Portfolio) in the meeting with Punjab
Borrowers at Avari, Lahore presented the trends
of PAR, Deferments and Recovery to the clients
highlighting the percentage of loans deferred
are decreasing in MFIs. The participating
borrowers appreciated the efforts of PMIC in
guiding the institutions during the outbreak of
the pandemic and proving to be an apex
institute by timely deferments of principal and
mark-up.
Microfinance Plus Highlights
SDD organized a webinar on livestock micro
insurance which involved Asia insurance
company and 7 non-bank MFIs from Punjab.
The webinar included a detailed presentation
on muzzle detection technology platform, to be
used
for
deploying
livestock
Micro
Insurance. PMIC aims to pilot test the
technology platform with its borrowers for providing insurance coverage for large
animals. PMIC will engage 2 MFIs for pilot testing the application and the
project is expected to be launched early 2nd quarter of 2021.
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SDD recently engaged with Mr. Asim Saeed,
who has developed a technology based
electronic platform – Maweshi Mandi - where
animals can be purchased and sold through
bidding process. PMIC has conducted multiple
meetings with developers of the Maweshi
Mandi and its borrowers to get an insight about
the
working
of
the
platform
and
explore the possibility of pilot testing it in the field. It has been observed that the small
farmers in rural areas of Pakistan get greatly exploited by middleman while selling of their
animals and also lack capital to sell their animals in larger cities. This platform can address
these issues of small farmers. SDD aims to deploy the project early 2nd quarter 2021,
provided technology platform is ready for use by farmers.
SDD is facilitating the third-party audit firm, hired by PMIC to conduct the audit of
microfinance plus projects. BDO – the audit firm – is conducting audit for all the
microfinance plus projects deployed over the course of last 4 years and SDD is
providing assistance to both the audit firm as well as the borrowers with regards to
required documentation. The assignment is expected to continue through March 2021.
PRIME Key Project Updates
1. Discussions with KfW team regarding the finalization of Euro 1 million TA funds
utilization plan is in progress.
2. Quality and performance standards for component based solar home systems
has been developed by the RE team.
3. Interim Quality Assurance framework to implement quality assurance
component of PRIME program has been developed by PMICʼs RE team.
4. Marked improvement in financing of qualified solar products has been noticed
among MFIs.
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PEOPLE & CULTURE
The HR & Administration department conducted some key exercises in the last month:
1. Performance Management Exercise for the year 2020 was conducted across the
organization. New KPIs for the year 2021 were formulated for all team members.
2. PMIC Asset Disposal Bidding Exercise was also conducted in February 2021.
3. The Admin team conducted Office Maintenance Exercises such as Lacquer spray for
plants, thorough cleaning and sanitization of the office, asset verification exercises etc.

SNEAK PEEK ON NEW JOINERS
What is your favorite food?
That's a very difficult question. I love to taste all
kind of foods. I still like hot & spicy foods such
as chilli crabs, Thai tomyum soup.
Someone you would like to meet?
In my to meet list, there are so many famous
persons whom I dream to meet and spend
some time with. There are several scientists,
actors, political leaders, poets, IT specialists,
business founders, sportsperson, writers and
journalists in this list but Paulo Coelho is the
person whom I would like to meet first.

Muhammad Salman Iftikhar

He is a famous Brazilian lyricist and novelist who has become one of the most widely
read authors in the world. I am a great fan of his writing, enjoyed and deeply touched by
most of his writing and that's why I want to meet him in person to talk about those
stories and to know about the person who actually has got a brilliant way of
storytelling.
I read the book 'Alchemist' by him more than once and thoroughly enjoyed it. It is an
inspiring and thought-provoking book and the writer has been able to tell the story in a
fascinating way. This book has been translated into 67 different languages and has got
numerous positive and critically acclaimed reviews. I know very little about the man
behind these amazing stories and that's why I want to meet him - to know more about
him. I place him in a highly esteemed position. I have enjoyed his many books including
'The Alchemist', 'The Valkyries', 'Eleven Minutes', 'The Zahirʼ so much that I wanted to
meet the person who wrote those truly amazing stories.
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Writers are dream-catchers and possess a magical power of blending the truth and
imagination to create a story. Storytelling and giving them lives is a very difficult
task. Paulo Coelho is a gifted writer who can easily absorb readers' attention to his
powerful stories. His books are page-turners and would always make the reader
desire to read more. I have been so mesmerized by his story that I would like to
meet the real person who tells us the stories. I'd like to know his thoughts and
opinions on many things and would like to spend some time with one of my favorite
writers.
What is on your bucket list?
Make a difference in someoneʼs life
Making a difference is more than doing a kind deed, though it can come as a result
of a kind deed. When you make a difference in someoneʼs life, you change the
personʼs life for the better… permanently.
See the Northern Lights
The Northern Lights, also known as the
Aurora Borealis, is a “natural light display in
the sky particularly in the high latitude
(Arctic and Antarctic) regions, caused by the
collision of energetically charged particles
with atoms in the highaltitude atmosphere”
A natural phenomenon, the northern lights is
a magnificent sight to behold, which is why
people from all around the world travel
great distancesjust for a chance to witness this phenomenon. The most popular
places to see them are in Sweden, Iceland, Norway, Finland, Canada, and Scotland,
though it should be noted that sightings are never guaranteed due to the
unpredictability of weather.

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY
Women of Strength – Falak Naz
Falak Naz, a 40-year-old resident of Sultan Chang village in Tando Adam, Sindh was
born in a very poor family. She had an accident at an early age and lost one of her
hands. Due to her disability, she was married off to a widower with 4 children and
now had extra responsibility of caring for them. Her husband was the sole bread
winner of this family of 6 and his income was insufficient. Falakʼs family was
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living in extreme poverty with terrible living
condition so much so her ceiling used to leak
during rainy days.
Amidst all this turmoil, Falak wanted to help
her husband in increasing her family income
and get out of the vicious cycle of poverty.
Falak saw people, in her vicinity, borrow loans
from SAFCO to set up their businesses and
increase respective incomes. So, she mobilized her neighbors and approached
SAFCO for a loan.
In August 2011, she got her first loan of PKR 22,000, which she used to purchase a
calf - later sold with a good profit margin. In December 2015, she took another loan
PKR 25,000 from SAFCO and opened a grocery store. The profits of this shop
covered the expenses of the family and her loan installments as well. Falak also
helped her stepson purchase a rickshaw through a microcredit loan from SAFCO, to
increase her household income streams.
During this time, Falak faced another
challenge in her life when her husband
suffered a heart attack and fell critically ill.
He was unable to work and the money she
saved was spent for his treatment. Due to her
husband's illness, she had to sell her sonʼs
rickshaw and faced enormous financial
difficulties. Constant withdrawals from the
store reduced business income considerably.
Considering her good credit history, SAFCO kept on lending microcredit loans to
Falak (upon her request) year-after-year, so that she could revive her business and
help her stepchildren to increase household income. Her last loan amounted to PKR
70,000 which she used to grow her business and again purchase a rickshaw for her
son. Falak has been a true depiction of strong Pakistani women who, despite
setbacks and limitations, remains resilient in the face of challenges and has helped
transform lives of her family. SAFCO Support Organization – a partner of PMIC – also
needs to be appreciated for consistent support they provided to Falak and many
other poor clients in Sindh. PMIC and its partners are committed to eradicate
poverty through microfinance and microfinance plus interventions.
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BIRTHDAYS CELEBRATIONS

Afia Khan – 4th Jan

Neelum Amir-8th Jan

Abid Satti-13th Jan

Umair Masih-26th Jan

Hajra Habib – 14th Feb

Ailya Fatima – 23rd Feb

FAREWELL
We bid farewell to one of our valued members, Ms. Namrah Qureshi as she chose to
move to a new city.
PMIC team wishes her much joy & happiness as she begins a new chapter in her life.

READ FOR THE MONTH
COVID-19 is a challenge of unprecedented scale,
one that is particularly affecting small- to
medium-sized MFIs and providers, commonly
called Tier 2 and Tier 3 MFIs. It is causing severe
and sustained market disruptions, presents many
uncertainties, and has had a negative impact on
microbusinesses and peopleʼs livelihoods. The
depth, extent, and duration of these effects are not
yet fully known. This crisis response roadmap is
designed to help MFIs navigate the immediate
health pandemic and its economic impact, and to
provide guidance and recommendation.

COVID-19
& BEYOND

https://www.cgap.org/sites/default/files/publications/2021_02_Crisis_Roadmap_for_MFIs_Techncical_Guide.pdf

